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Introduction:

Bristol is an exciting city, overflowing with intriguing, traditional and occasionally off the
Places of interest:

Bristol has some amazing sights, including the Clifton Suspension Bridge, Bristol Cathedral an

Clifton Suspension Bridge spanning the beautiful Avon Gorge is the symbol of the city of Brist

Bristol Cathedral. The eastern end of the Cathedral, especially in the Choir, gives Bristol Ca

Brunel´s steam ship, SS Great Britain, has survived from Victorian times and is the forerunner

Bristol Zoo Gardens is dedicated to conservation and is involved in international breeding pro

The British Empire and Commonwealth Museum brings to life more than 500 years of history using

The City Museum and Art Gallery has outstanding collections of art and archaeology, geology an
Things to do:

If there’s one thing you can guarantee, you will never run out of things to do in Bristol. Att

A harbour tour is the best way to get some idea of what the harbour side area has to offer. Tw
Shopping in Bristol offers plenty of choice, catering for the most eclectic of tastes and all

At-Bristol offers interactive adventure of a lifetime. At-Bristol’s has three award-winning at

Slimbridge promotes the conservation of wetlands focusing on rare wetland birds. Millions of p
Food & Drink:

Bristol’s well known for the quality and choice of its restaurants, cafes, and bars. We have a
White Lion Pub in Clifton offers a spectacular view of the Clifton Suspension Bridge spanning

City Cafe in Bristol has a modern, chic design that makes for a most welcoming dining room wit

The Wheatsheaf Inn offers a traditional British menu. Diners are spoilt for choice with a full

The Elbow Room Pool Lounge & Bar is a former winner of ˆBar of the Year ˘ South˜ and is situat
Hotels & Accommodation:

Bristol offers a wide range of different accommodation types for visitors, catering for both o
Thistle Bristol
Bridge Inn New Lodge
Brunels Tunnel House Hotel
City Inn Bristol
Downs Edge
Arnos Manor Hotel
Westbourne Hotel
Novotel Bristol Centre, (close to M32 & station) F
Avon Gorge
Chewton Place
The Brigstow Hotel
Express By Holiday Inn Bristol North
Clifton Hotel
Corus hotel Bristol
Express by Holiday Inn Bristol City Centre
Rodney Hotel
The Old Manor House Hotel
Days Serviced Apartments Bristol
Entertainment

In the evening enjoy Bristol’s theatres, bars and clubs. The elegance of a west end show or th
Bristol Hippodrome regularly hosts West End musicals, comedy shows, opera and ballet.
Colston Hall is where the people of Bristol have been enjoying music for almost 140 years.

The Tobacco Factory produces a programme of diverse arts activities including touring and Toba

Jesters Comedy Club provides some of the best alternative stand up comedy that the UK has to o
Bristol, being located on a motorway and rail hub makes it easily accessible for a day out or
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